Making the virtual tangible: using visual thinking to enhance online transnational learning
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Abstract

Tangible visual thinking activities can enrich long-distance intercultural learning experiences by improving realism, respect, and equity. This occurs through the creation of boundary objects, which can be physical objects that generate shared understanding across diverse teams and disciplinary boundaries. In the case of this study, visual thinking activities produce boundary objects in the form of visual creations – such as sketches, photographs, collages, and data visualizations. Used strategically in conjunction with Collaborative Online International Learning (COIL) curricula in any academic discipline, these activities cultivate self-reflection, communication, mutual understanding, cultural learning, and cooperative work. The benefits of visual thinking enrich and enhance transnational learning, as illustrated and observed in the course of the authors’ ongoing nine-year study of Virtual Exchanges (VEs) between learners situated in the Middle East and North America. The visual thinking activities in this study complement and work in parallel with COIL curricula or existing courses that instructors have already planned. They can also occur in conjunction with regular course activities leading up to and throughout a collaboration to enhance relationship-building and trust. Visual thinking activities offer ways for learners to understand and appreciate their collaborative partnerships beyond the screen. In the
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context of long-distance intercultural experiences, the tangible and tactile nature of these activities reinforces the verisimilitude of the collaboration and its participants. After completing these preliminary activities, the study findings indicate an increase in the quality of projects that students produce together.
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1. Introduction and literature review

Visual thinking is the act of making one’s thoughts or ideas visible. This study examines how participants use visual thinking to formulate a deeper understanding and appreciation of self and respective intercultural partners within COIL exchanges. Activities that support visual thinking can range from sketches and prototypes, to writings and models. As tangible manifestations of visual thinking, these basic categories include thought objects, progress objects, and dialogue objects that center on the kind of communication they each support (Murdoch-Kitt & Emans, 2020). These three object categories come from the sociological construct of boundary objects, which, according to Star and Griesemer, are created objects, images, or communications that serve to facilitate understanding of communication, identity, and self-reflection (Star & Griesemer, 1989). While these visual thinking objects can be seen as a form of visual communication, in this study they are less formal and personalized to team communications, whereas the field of visual communication is generally more concerned with communicating to wider audiences.

While VE prioritizes cultural learning and sharing, COIL prioritizes collaboration on project-based learning outcomes between participants from different cultural backgrounds and geographic locations. Long-distance intercultural learning has long been a topic of interest within various academic disciplines. While
Rubin and his team coined the term COIL in 2004 (Rubin, 2018), providing a shared lexicon to describe VE, there remains a need to embed visual thinking in international co-teaching and co-learning strategies. As evidenced by the focus on technological translation tools and logistics in the current VE literature, visual thinking as a pedagogical VE methodology remains an underutilized means of creating and exchanging information, and of relationship-building among COIL participants.

The literature discusses some projects that utilize an emic approach, which helps students gain an insider’s perspective into a partner culture. Yet, literature overwhelmingly focuses on logistics (Pearl & Verruck, 2019) and the use of tools (Simon, 2019). With few exceptions (e.g. Schadewitz, 2009, which delves into some design ‘patterns’), discussions around communication often emphasize technology use as paramount to establishing connections between participants (as in Wilmot, Rushton, & Hofmann, 2016). In order to fully support intercultural learning and collaboration beyond tools, logistics, and technology, instructors have a responsibility to introduce communication strategies and interpersonal competencies into their pedagogies. Though widely overlooked in the COIL literature, visual communication is an effective strategy for engaging participants in understanding each other’s lived experiences.

Visual communication can serve as a rather universal language to deepen dialogues and connections beyond the tip of Hall’s (1976) theoretical cultural iceberg. As evidenced in prior academic research, the need to develop effective communication competencies is heightened when teammates work together globally and remotely (Bennett, Eglash, & Krishnamoorthy, 2011). Evolving technology offers potential for richer exchanges, but brings its own barriers and is not necessarily ubiquitous. In pursuit of critical telecollaboration, VE classrooms also need to go beyond typical icebreaker activities or superficial connections, which sometimes fail to develop a critical understanding of the self or others (O’Dowd, 2016). These surface-level interactions, such as discussions of cuisines, can unwittingly reinforce cultural stereotypes by offering a shortsighted view of a particular country, culture, or people.
Because creating and sharing ideas through images can encourage comprehension of complex ideas (Nelson & Stolterman, 2014), promote negotiation (Singh, 2011), and enable dialogue (Tharp & Tharp, 2018), visual thinking has many positive effects on VE. Boundary objects support this process, enabling learners to exchange knowledge and co-create by navigating compromises and encouraging dialogue, trust-building, and understanding (Leonard-Barton, 1995; Star & Griesemer, 1989; Takeuchi & Nonaka, 1995). Boundary objects can be physical objects that generate shared understanding across diverse teams and disciplinary boundaries. Visual, product, and interactive design, as well as other creative disciplines, commonly use boundary objects as forms of visual thinking – to explain or express thoughts, elicit feedback, build upon ideas, and reach consensus (Marheineke, 2016).

Together, these positive attributes of visual thinking and communication help promote equity among intercultural collaborators as a result of individuals’ in-depth perspective-taking by making, exchanging, and interpreting each other’s visual thinking objects. According to the US-based National Digital Inclusion Alliance³, while digital inclusion entails providing access to hardware, software, internet access, and other technical resources, one of its key aims is “to enable and encourage self-sufficiency, participation and collaboration”. To that end, visual objects help individuals understand themselves and their partners more deeply by inviting more sophisticated and critical conversations. This involves creating space for each other, more attentive listening, and the ability to embrace differences as opposed to seeking commonalities. Over the course of this ten-year study, this has been evidenced in the complexity and perspectives present in teams’ project outcomes and is overwhelmingly noted in students’ individual written reflections of their experience.

This ongoing study builds on previous work in multisensory and tangible approaches to international education and co-learning. Creating and engaging with visual and physical objects has proven effective in a range of areas, such as language learning; for example, where beginner English learners utilize
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‘tactile, visual, and kinetic’ means to thoughtfully connect images and image-making with language (Gorjian, Hayati, & Barazandeh, 2012). Meanwhile, a study that used drawing to engage and connect medical and fine art students in ‘critical looking’ shows how visual communication promotes interdisciplinary communication and learning (Lyon, Letschka, Ainsworth, & Haq, 2013). These examples show the efficacy of visual thinking in diverse contexts. Its tactile and physical components help students feel more connected to their work and teammates. However, these examples rely on in-person interactions. The authors extend the findings from these studies into the virtual learning realm and, specifically, the practice of COIL. An overview of positive outcomes discussed in this paper encourages educators to incorporate visual thinking strategies within COIL curricula.

2. Methodology

2.1. Constructive-developmental paradigm

This research utilized constructive-developmental theory (Baxter Magolda, 2001; Kegan, 1994) and grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014; Glaser, 1978) to analyze and compare the qualitative data collected over the course of the study. This form of data collection involved classroom observations, student questionnaires, student written reflections, and project outcomes. As part of this process, the constructive-developmental theory promotes the cultivation of students’ self-understanding as a precursor to understanding others. This theory is critical to COIL, with boundary objects assisting in this developmental progression.

Applying these theories to an ongoing series of VE, the authors developed more than 30 visual thinking activities to support COIL. These activities were developed from 2011 to present between different cohorts of students based in North America and the Middle East. Using observations and qualitative online questionnaires to obtain feedback and to continually improve upon the activities, the authors have so far prototyped, tested, and refined these activities with over 300 students hailing from 23 different countries.
Findings indicate the visual thinking activities are effective in both COIL curricula and classrooms that are not part of VE. Some of the authors’ tactile visual thinking activities include the Teamthink Constellation; Picture Story Shuffle; Cultural Icebergs; Comparative Impression Maps; Belief Brainstorm; Datastorming; and value collage (Murdoch-Kitt & Emans, 2020). This paper focuses specifically on the value collage activity (see Figure 1), which demonstrates the theories of the constructive-developmental paradigm and boundary objects.

2.2. Value collage

The value collage activity asks participants to consider where their own values come from and then write lists of their personal and cultural values. Next, they explore how to represent these values visually using various materials or media to make a collage, a tactile visual composition created from selecting, combining, and arranging cut-out images, colors, textures, and text. Because of the open-ended nature of the prompt and because it is informed by each individual’s values, each completed value collage is unique. Instructors encourage students to create their collages by hand, however, some end up creating digital compositions, or combining physical materials into a digital composition.

In creating, sharing, and discussing collages – first with collocated classmates, then with international partners – through synchronous and asynchronous means, the activity enables individuals to better understand themselves and prepare for thoughtful conversations with COIL partners. For example, in response to the value collage activity, one US-based participant wrote,

“I hadn’t thought about how culture could influence your values and it really forced me to dig deeper into how my identity and culture correlates with these values I hold most important”.

This self-reflective aspect of learning is critical to building trust and long-term relationships between participants, and visual thinking enhances self-reflection.
Figure 1. Example value collages⁴; this activity is effective in both COIL and non-exchange courses alike. As with these examples, the activity can be conducted using physical materials (e.g. magazine cut-outs), digital images, or a combination of both.

4. We have not been able to follow up with the participating students to ensure all the images used in their collages are copyright-free. We nevertheless believe all of the work – as is typical with collage – falls within the fair use doctrine as ‘transformative’ work, which states: “transformative uses take the original copyrighted work and transform its appearance or nature to such a high degree that the use no longer qualifies as infringing”. In this way, the collages bring together various images to speak about each person’s personal value systems.
2.3. Communication methods

Throughout the process, instructors guide students in discussions between collocated classmates as a precursor to sharing with long-distance intercultural partners. This internal discussion boosts confidence, promotes individual self-reflection, and provides practice dialogue. Having gained perspective on their own values, they are then better able to appreciate their classmates’ and collaborators’ values. Within this study, discussions of participants’ value collages have taken a variety of forms. This is because each of the COIL cohorts have communicated with each other through a variety of synchronous and asynchronous methods, depending on the nature of particular collaboration and the constraints of the semester.

Sometimes, when courses have been scheduled at compatible times, COIL partners have a great deal of synchronous discussion (e.g. live videoconference meetings) and are able to share and discuss their value collages in a real-time conversation. In other cases, such as study cohorts with 11- to 12-hour time differences, asynchronous communications such as messaging applications and email exchanges have been the dominant mode of conversing between teammates. In this case, a discussion about individuals’ value collages might take place over several days’ time.

3. Discussion

The authors characterize meaningful relationships by participants’ ability to cooperate and work efficiently with each other based on increased social exchange (Homans, 1958) and reduced social uncertainty (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). Meaningful relationships are built upon trust, understanding, and the ability to listen to others’ perspectives. Making and exchanging various visual objects – such as sketches, photographs, collages, drawings, and data visualizations – helps VE participants open up to new perspectives and take them into account (Murdoch-Kitt & Emans, 2020). When these activities are integrated into COIL projects, participants become equipped to foster and sustain meaningful
relationships. For example, survey data revealed that 60% of the authors’ most recent COIL cohort would stay in touch with their global collaborators following the project completion. Additionally, 72% stated an increased interest in future intercultural opportunities.

When asked to respond in writing to this question, *What would you tell another student who is thinking about enrolling in this course?*, one participant noted:

> “If they are looking for an experience where they’ll understand themselves and others better by the end of it then this is for them. If they want experience in collaboration or with meeting new people from different places and of different backgrounds then this course is definitely right up their alley”.

Another participant stated:

> “This is a great opportunity to build collaboration, communication, research, and critical thinking skills”.

Going beyond initial ice-breakers and surface-level communications, visual thinking activities and resulting boundary objects can support collaborators in project-based learning. During tactile visual activities like the value collage, the physical aspects of combining various elements together into a single image become visual signifiers of the various students participating in VE. Students reflect openly on values depicted in their own and their partners’ collages, revisiting these throughout their collaboration. This shared experience is a worthwhile and engaging way to understand people, beyond simply connecting via social media or asynchronous small talk (*Murdoch-Kitt & Emans, 2020*).

As one COIL participant in the study wrote in a freewriting response following the value collage activity:

> “I don’t think I’ve really ever considered where these values came from and how they are influenced by the context/culture in which I live.”
As humans, we have a tendency to find comfort in familiarity, and discourse on the value discrepancies between people and cultures can be even more uncomfortable in many respects because our values dictate so much of who we are. The idea of channeling these conversations through a different medium to help lessen the personal baggage and invite inquiry is a really cool idea and makes me wonder how we could reframe other potentially difficult/uncomfortable topics to facilitate these important conversations”.

Qualitative data collected from the authors’ study reveal that visual thinking activities positively affect the majority of students’ participation and engagement in COIL. The activities captivate the senses and push students to think creatively and critically about who they are as individuals, enhancing their experience with project-based learning. For instance, one participant noted in their weekly reflection, in response to the question ‘who are we’:

“I think the value collage made me think a lot about what values I hold in general and what things I actually uphold in my own life. I think there is a little bit of a disconnect there and it’s important to acknowledge that and again take a closer analysis of what is most important to who I am individually. I think who ‘we’ are as a whole is hard to define and that makes me happy! Even looking at our beliefs activity from class today it was very interesting to see the wide range of thought processes and ideas that I hadn’t even thought of”.

When these activities are done by hand – using physical materials including paper, markers, string, or glue – they stimulate multiple senses and help learners appreciate the tangible reality of otherwise virtual collaborations. These findings are consistent with theories of multisensory and multichannel learning, which emphasize that utilizing different senses stimulates brain activity (Mayer, 2002; Willis, 2006). With this in mind, the ability to work with tangible materials in one’s physical environment helps otherwise virtual relationships to feel less abstract to participants.
4. Benefits and challenges

A persistent challenge within COIL exchanges is the need to move beyond simply ‘connecting’ with others, and instead, conceive of communicative, coordinated, and cooperative partnerships. True collaborations are built on trust and openness. Thus, students must learn and employ interpersonal skills like active listening, negotiation, and patience. Systematically initiating and taking responsibility for their individual and collective roles also builds harmonious and efficient relationships.

Because the visual activities in this study are based on constructive-developmental theory, they help participants overcome surface-level assumptions and interactions. Initial introspection provides a basis for sensitive inquiry and communication with VE partners. While earnest collaboration is challenging to accomplish during VE, relationships become stronger through the shared development of a project, which relies upon and simultaneously builds interpersonal communication skills and teammates’ sense of empowerment (Hill, Brandeau, Truelove, & Lineback, 2014). Beyond communication alone, visual thinking activities can support students in developing relationships around topics related to global challenges, such as defending human rights or preserving natural resources. This approach must be deliberately introduced and nourished.

Visual thinking activities like the value collage are not confined to the creative disciplines. These activities can also complement and work in parallel with existing courses or COIL curricula. These points are reinforced by Vazquez (1981), who explains that “to use art in the language classroom does not mean to teach art, but to teach language through art” (p. 1).

Finally, based on the authors’ analysis of their overall observation and interpretation of this ten-year COIL study, when compared to COIL, activities improve the quality of projects that the students create together (Murdoch-Kitt & Emans, 2020). Analyzing the qualitative data about participant experience over time has enabled the study to improve upon and refine the activities as an
outcome of this research. In this study, the authors observed stark differences in the working processes and outcomes of teams who employ these methods compared to those who do not use them (for example, as shown in Figure 2).

Figure 2. This representative set of participant responses about superficial similarities and differences between a team’s two cities came from a cohort that did not employ any of the preliminary visual thinking activities. Below: as a result of using visual thinking early in their team-building process, two participant responses from a later cohort illustrate the heightened understanding of cultural complexity within team discussions and project topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEFORE VISUAL THINKING ACTIVITIES: SUPERFICIAL SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIFFERENCES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai has hot summers and San Francisco has cool summers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai has a lower rate of population and San Francisco has a bigger rate of population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai has few graffiti walls and San Francisco is a city that is very proud of the graffiti artwork.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFTER VISUAL THINKING ACTIVITIES: HEIGHTENED UNDERSTANDING OF COMPLEXITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NUANCES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[I shared a story with teammates about] a time in Iran when I went out with some of my cousins and we were caught by the moral police for not following the dress code. It really bothered me because they were only concerned with the girls’ dress, not the boys’. Women in my country are not free to wear what they choose.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tangible and tactile nature of visual thinking activities strengthens the verisimilitude of virtual relationships and collaborations. In other words,
“tangible objects help teams build relationships, trust, and ideas” (Murdoch-Kitt & Emans, 2020, p. 225). The tangible aspects of creating boundary objects can enrich a COIL exchange by improving realism, which, in turn, improves respect and equity among participants. Research shows that equitable teams, in which members feel comfortable exchanging ideas, do better work (Leonard-Barton, 1995).

5. Conclusion

VE instructors must take responsibility to craft a plan that continually nurtures relationship-building throughout a COIL exchange. Integrating multiple strategies – including visual thinking – is key to building and maintaining important relationships that develop during this expansive process. Although VE instructors may initially perceive these activities as outside the scope of their course, visual thinking activities can enhance existing pedagogical structures, strengthening their original intent. When incorporated strategically, their ability to enhance comprehension and engagement can further reduce stresses and extra work for instructors. This is because boundary objects generate conversation around and about the artifact, rather than directly asking participants to share their beliefs, thoughts, or ideas through written or oral means alone.

The object, therefore, serves as a facilitation tool to initiate conversation among teammates and eases pressure on the students to always think on their feet or feel scrutinized by their partners as a representative of their country or culture. Deep discussions evolve around the visual objects that effectively draw out stories, perspectives and experiences which would not otherwise emerge, perhaps particularly in the presence of a lingering instructor. Instead, the VE instructor’s energy can shift to supporting the cohort as a whole by introducing visual thinking activities that guide the overall COIL journey, and shift the onus of critical conversations to the students, mediated by their visual objects. As an adaptable approach, creating and working with boundary objects also levels playing fields for participants who speak different languages or feel less confident in a common instructional language. With these benefits in mind, the authors
invite the IVEC community to integrate visual thinking activities to create more equitable, inclusive, and meaningful relationships among their VE cohorts.
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